MA IN INTERNATIONAL JOURNALISM
BROADCAST PATHWAY
RADIO PACKAGE
ASSESSED EXERCISE

MCT458 (INP 1)

What you need to do
Use your RADIO LINK AND CLIP story or find a new one. Your package should include interviews with
at least two people (a vox pop doesn’t count) as well as some natural sound. One of the people
interviewed can be the person from the LINK and CLIP exercise. The radio package should be suitable
for a CARDIFF NEWS PLUS radio bulletin. The interviews are to be recorded face to face, using a
Marantz. Telephone/Zoom interviews are NOT permitted for this exercise.
Duration
The LINK should be around twenty seconds long.
The PACKAGE should be 1’30” to 2’00” long.
How to submit
For this assessment you can write your script in Word if you are working remotely or on BURLI if you
come into the building. The building will be open again from 4th January. Edit the audio with ADOBE
AUDITION.
Submit the script as a Word document on Turnitin. Include a transcript of the interview clips.
Upload the Audio file to the relevant folder on ONE DRIVE.
Deadline
The deadline for everyone is 12:00 on Friday 14TH January 2022. Late submission will affect your
mark.
The objectives
•

Overall, we want to see how well you’re putting together what we've covered so far, in
terms of writing, recording and editing. But we also want a feeling of your “news sense” –
how well you can spot a story, identify a contributor, persuade them to talk and interview
them.

•

The writing is very important. We are looking for a bright, economical link with a strong top
line. The final sentence should link seamlessly into the interview clip and introduce the
contributor with a “says”. It should be conversational – and it must be accurate.

•

Technically, we want a first class location recording. And we want to see (hear) that you can
edit from it an extract that adds impact and authority to your story.

Marking
THIS EXERCISE FORMS 50% OF THE MARK FOR MODULE MCT458.
Finally…
If you are doing a different story to your LINK and CLIP Make sure I know what your story idea is
before you go to interview people.
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